Early Dynamics and Stabilization Mechanisms of Oil-in-Water Emulsions Containing Colloidal Particles Modified with Short Amphiphiles: A Numerical Study.
Emulsions stabilized by mixtures of particles and amphiphilic molecules are relevant for a wide range of applications, but their dynamics and stabilization mechanisms on the colloidal level are poorly understood. Given the challenges to experimentally probe the early dynamics and mechanisms of droplet stabilization, Brownian dynamics simulations are developed here to study the behavior of oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by colloidal particles modified with short amphiphiles. Simulation parameters are based on an experimental system that consists of emulsions obtained with octane as the oil phase and a suspension of alumina colloidal particles modified with short carboxylic acids as the continuous aqueous medium. The numerical results show that attractive forces between the colloidal particles favor the formation of closely packed clusters on the droplet surface or of a percolating network of particles throughout the continuous phase, depending on the amphiphile concentration. Simulations also reveal the importance of a strong adsorption of particles at the liquid interface to prevent their depletion from the droplet surface when another droplet approaches. Strongly adsorbed particles remain immobile on the droplet surface, generating an effective steric barrier against droplet coalescence. These findings provide new insights into the early dynamics and mechanisms of stabilization of emulsions using particles and amphiphilic molecules.